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George Burruss 
Associate Professor 
George W. Burruss received his Ph.D. in criminology and criminal justice from 
the University of Missouri — St. Louis in 2001. Before earning his doctorate, Dr.  
Burruss served as a fraud investigator with the Office of Missouri Attorney  
General. His research focuses on criminal justice organizations, including policing, 
homeland security, and juvenile courts. Also, he studies the causes and correlates 
of offending in cyberspace and how the police respond to cybercrime.  
Publications have appeared in Justice Quarterly, Crime & Delinquency, and the Journal 
of Criminal Justice.  He recently coauthored a book on Policing Cybercrime and 
Cyber-terror (Carolina Academic Press). 

Bryanna Fox 
Assistant Professor 

Bryanna Hahn Fox earned her PhD in psychological criminology from the  

University of Cambridge in England.  She is a former Special Agent in the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI), former research consultant for the FBI's Field  

Investigation Group in Tampa, Florida and former research fellow in the FBI's  

Behavioral Science Unit (BSU) in Quantico, Virginia.  Her main research interests  
relate to the identification of psychological and developmental risk factors for  

criminal behavior, developing evidence-based training and tools for law  

enforcement, and conducting experimental field research.  Her publications have 
appeared in Social Forces, Criminal Justice and Behavior, and the Journal of Criminal Justice. 

Richard Moule 
Assistant Professor 
Richard K. Moule Jr. earned his PhD (2016) in Criminology and Criminal Justice 
from Arizona State University. His research interests primarily involve  

criminological theory, the role of technology in crime and crime control, gangs 
and deviant networks, and the micro-social processes conducive to offending. His  

current research projects focus on the contributions of technology to police  

legitimacy and interpersonal violence.  His publications have appeared in the  

Journal of Research in Crime & Delinquency, Justice Quarterly, and the Journal of  

Quantitative Criminology. 
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